1993 WVHS GIRLS TRACK

WHAT A YEAR

VARSITY--2nd in Outdoor Conference
3rd in Indoor Conference
7th in Sectionals

JUNIOR VARSITY--Outdoor & Indoor Conference Champs

THREE NEW SCHOOL RECORDS
1600 RELAY 4:06.5 BENEE MICKLES, DAWN COLLINS,
      MICHELLE GESBERG, ANGIE SLEVIN
3200 RELAY 9:54.6 STACY MATHEWS, KELLY MICHAELS
      KATIE DWYER, CHRISTY GUZALDO
300 HURDLES 47.0 JESSICA FAWBUSH

STATE QUALIFIERS
3200 RELAY--4th in Sect.--Stacy Mathews
          Kelly Michaels, Katie Dwyer
          Christy Guzaldo
1600 RELAY--2nd in Sect.--Benee Mickles,
          Dawn Collins, Michelle Gesberg,
          Angie Slevin
800 RELAY--3rd in Sect.--Ebony Miller,
          Dawn Collins, Angie Slevin,
          Benee Mickles
300 HURDLES--3rd in Sectionals
          Jessica Fawbush

OTHER SECTIONAL PLACEWINNERS:
HIGH JUMP--4th--LEAH STILLER
100 DASH--5th--EBONY MILLER
ALL-CONFERENCE
STACY MATHews
KELLY MICHAELS
KATIE DWYER
CHRISTY GUZALDO

3200 RELAY--INDOOR & OUTDOOR CONFERENCE RECORDS & CHAMPIONS
11th in Indoor "STATE" Invitational
1600 RELAY--INDOOR CONFERENCE RECORD & CHAMPIONS
MICHELLE GESBERG, ANGIE SLEVIN, PAULI HATTER, DAWN COLLINS

FOUR NEW FRESHMEN RECORDS

100 HURDLES JESSICA FAWBUSH 16.8
300 HURDLES JESSICA FAWBUSH 47.0
3200 RELAY 10:55.1
DEBBIE LAMBERT, KRISTIN BAUKOVAC
BETH ABHALTER, STEPHANIE HERREL
800 RELAY 1:55.4
TINA TOMEI, DANYEL GIBSON
BETH ABHALTER, DENISE PFAFF

THREE RELAYS MAKE ALL-TIME TOP FIVE
#1--1600 RELAY #1--3200 RELAY #3--800 RELAY

TWELVE INDIVIDUALS MAKE ALL-TIME TOP FIVE RECORDS

#1 ALL-TIME JESSICA FAWBUSH 300 HURDLES
#2 ALL-TIME EBONY MILLER 200 DASH
#3 ALL-TIME EBONY MILLER 100 DASH
BENNEE MICKLES LONG JUMP
MARY NOVITSKI DISCUS
JESSICA FAWBUSH 100 HURDLES
#4 ALL-TIME LEAH STILLER 300 HURDLES
ANGIE SLEVIN 400 DASH
MARY NOVITSKI SHOT PUT
#5 ALL-TIME STACY MATHews 800 RUN
BRANDI BLUE 100 HURDLES
ANGIE SLEVIN 100 DASH
Junior Varsity -- Conference Champions

For the second year in a row
Glenbard East Invitational Champions

Warriors claim 12 of 17 events in U.E.C.
Individual Champions in Upstate Eight:

Long Jump -- Brandi Blue
100 Hurdles -- Brandi Blue
300 Hurdles -- Brandi Blue
3200 -- Katie Christoffer
1600 -- Debbie Lambert
400 -- Colleen Carroll
200 -- Denise Pfaff
100 -- Danyel Gibson

3200 Relay -- Debbie Lambert
Azita Afshar
Beth Abhalter
Stephanie Herrel

1600 Relay -- Lauren Sykora
400 Relay -- Denise Pfaff
Tina Tomei
Katherine Kendall
Danyel Gibson

800 Relay -- Tina Tomei
Danyel Gibson
Beth Abhalter
Denise Pfaff
WVHS 1993 TOP TRACK PERFORMANCES

SHOT PUT  34' 2.5" Mary Novitski  31' 10" Elyse Muller  28' 9" Amy Schumacher

DISCUS  102' 1" Mary Novitski  93' 7" Elyse Muller  70' 3" Stephanie Schuller

LONG JUMP  16' 1.25" Benee Mickles  15' 1" Nicky Morgese  14' 7" Jami Fortenbury

HIGH JUMP  4' 10" Leah Stiller  4' 6" Michelle Gesberg  4' 4" Tara Rentauskas
Jami Fortenbury

100 DASH  12.6 Ebony Miller  12.8 Angie Slevin  13.1 Dawn Collins

200 DASH  26.4 Ebony Miller  27.2 Dawn Collins  27.4 Benee Mickles

400 DASH  62.1 Dawn Collins  62.2 Angie Slevin  64.7 Nicky Morgese

800 RUN  2:27.7 Stacy Mathews  2:29.5 Christy Guzaldo  2:36.7 Stephanie Herrel

1600  5:38.7 Stacy Mathews  5:45.2 Katie Dwyer  5:47.8 Kelly Michaels

3200  12:34.9 Katie Rinek  12:38.1 Stacy Mathews  12:39.0 Katie Dwyer

100 HURDLES  16.8 Jessica Fawbush  17.6 Brandi Blue  18.8 Leah Stiller

300 HURDLES  47.0 Jessica Fawbush  51.1 Leah Stiller  54.0 Brandi Blue

200 SPLIT  25.6 Angie Slevin  26.5 Dawn Collins  26.6 Nicky Morgese

400 SPLIT  61.1 Benee Mickles  61.3 Angie Slevin  61.8 Michelle Gesberg

800 SPLIT  2:26.3 Christy Guzaldo  2:28.1 Stacy Mathews  2:28.5 Kelly Michaels

MVP: Benee Mickles

Most Points – Jessica Fawbush

Most Improved – Ebony Miller, Paul Hatter

Pride – Mathews, Slevin, Guzaldo, Hatter, Liz Jobe, Azita Afshar, Tracy Vermaat, Kelly Michaels, Deanne Pfaff, Lauren Byram